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Although the articles of G. Freud in the rational approximation of
functions are not numerous, they have had a remarkable impact on the
contemporary state of affairs of this theory.

I would like to emphasize that in the development of the theory of
rational approximation of functions there is a point of discontinuity, a
jump in 1964, when D. J. Newman [1] proved that the best uniform
rational approximation of order n of the function Ix I in the interval
[-1,1] has order O(e- cfi ). Compare this with the classical result of S.
Bernstein according to which the order of the best uniform approximation
of Ix I in the interval [ - 1, 1] by means of polynomials of degree n is only
O(n- 1

).

After Newman's result the interest in rational approximations increased
rapidly; many authors found classes of functions for which the order of the
best uniform (or L p ) rational approximation is better than the order of the
best uniform (or L p ) polynomial approximation (with the same number of
parameters). First, P. Turan and P. Sziisz [2--4] found such· classes of
functions, namely, the functions which are piecewise analytic, the convex
Lip 1 functions, and the functions with derivatives which are convex and
Lip 1. This type of problem has its subsequent refinement and
generalization in Freud's works in rational approximation.

Let us make some notations first. We denote by II f II C[a, b] the
supremum (uniform) norm of the function f in the interval [a, b], i.e.,

II f II C[a,b] = sup{1 f(x) I: XE [a, b]}.
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Let Pn be the set of all algebraic polynomials of degree n, Rn , the set of all
rational functions of order n, i.e., rn E R n if

m~n, k~n.

We denote by En(f; [a, b]) the best uniform approximation of the function
I by means of algebraic polynomials of degree n in the interval [a, b],

Let Rn ( I; [a, b]) be the best uniform approximation of the function I in
the interval [a, b] by means of rational functions of order n

We will need the modulus of continuity of the function I

w(f;c5)=sup{l/(x)- l(x')I: Ix-x'i ~c5}.

Then I E Lip IX iff w(f; c5) = O(c5~). We will also use the second modulus of
continuity (modulus of smoothness) of the function I,

w2(f;c5)

=sup{l/(x+h)-2/(x)+ l(x-h)l:x+h,x-hE [a,b], Ihl ~c5}.

Then I belongs to the Zygmund class iff w2(f; 0) = 0(0).

1. FUNCTIONS WITH DERIVATIVES OF BOUNDED VARIATION

The results of TUf<'tn and Sziisz can be written as follows: IfI is convex
and Lip 1 function in the interval [a, b] then [2]

(
log4 n)

Rn(f; [a,b])=O ~ .

If I(k-l) is convex and Lip 1 function in the interval [a, b] then [3]

(

IOg2k+2 n)
Rn(f;[a,b])=O nk + 1 •

In his remarkable work [5] using a new method Freud improves these
results as follows:
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If I(k) is of bounded variation in the interval [a, b] and k ~ 1 then

(
IOg2 n\

Rn(l; [a, b]) = 0 l:+T I
n /
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(1)

(2)

that is log2k + 2n is replaced by log2 n. However, this is not the most essen
tial in Freud's work. Turan and Sziisz use intermediate piecewise linear
approximation of the function I (or I(k - I)) and afterwards they
approximate the piecewise linear function by means of rational function
using Newman's result. Freud uses the best polynomial approximation
of I of order s in each subinterval [Xi_I, X;], i=1, ...,m,
a = X o < Xl < ... X m = b, in a suitably chosen partition of the interval
[a, b]. After that the "norms" these polynomials using the Chebyshev
poynomials of order s and he connects these rational functions of order s
by means of rational approximation of the jump. All this is done very
technically.

In 1976, using a modification of Freud's method (in which instead of the
best polynomial approximation the best rational approximation is used), I
obtained the final result [16]:

Ifpk) is of bounded variation in the interval [a, b], then

(b - a)kVbpkl
Rn(f;[a,bJ)::(c(k) k+l

a
,

n

where V~rjJ denotes the variation of the function rjJ in the interval [a, b] and
c(k) is a constant, depending only on k.

In his work [6J Freud proved that it is not possible to obtain estimates
better than (2) for functions the kth derivative of which is of bounded
variation.

As G. Freud remarks in [7], (2) implies the famous Newman's conjec
ture according to which if IE Lip 1 then Rn(f; [a,bJ)=o(n- I

).

Freud's method in [7J is a general method for obtaining estimates of the
type o(n- r ) (also see [15]). In fact, using Freud's method and (2) it is not
very difficult to prove that we have Rn(f; [a,bJ)=o(n- l

) not only when
I E Lip 1, but also when I is absolutely continuous and belongs to the Zyg
mund class (Oh(f; 6) = 0(6)).

Let us present here Freud's method. Let I be absolutely continuous
function on the interval [0, 1]. Then the piecewise linear function
gm:gm(i/m)=I(i/m), i=O, ...,m, linear in the intervals [(i-l)/m,i/mJ,
i = 1,... , m, satisfies the inequality

(3 )

(by Whitney's theorem, see [7, 15J).
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On the other hand
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g;"(x) = m{fUjm)- 1«i-1)jm»

and therefore the variation V~ g;" of g;" is

for x( (i - 1)jm, ijm),

m-1/ ('+ 1) ( ') (' 1)1V~g;" =m i~l 1 ~ -21 ~ +1 I:
=m ~t11 ,r:1l/m (f'(I+ 11m) - 1'(1» d11

~m mf1rm
II'(t + 1/m)- 1'(/)1 dl

i=1(i-1l/m
i

1 - 1/m

=m 11'(1+ 1/m)-1'(/)1 dt~mw{f'; 1jm)L,
o

where

w(r/J; (j)L = sup f1
-

h
Ir/J(t + h) - r/J(t) I dt

O<h,,;,f> 0

is the integral modulus of continuity.
Now if we have (2) for k= 1 then we obtain from (3) and (4)

Rn{f; [0, 1]) ~ III - gm II qO,l] + Rn(gm; [0, 1])

~wZ(l; 11m) +c(l) mw{f'; 1/mh n-2.

(4)

Since I' is integrable, w{f'; I/mh -+°(m -+ (XJ). If W2{f; (j) = O«j) then
setting m = njJw{f'; n- 1 )L we obtain

Rn{f; [0, 1]) = O(Jw{f'; n -1 hjn),

that is, if1 is absolutely continuous and belongs to the Zygmund class then
Rn{f; [0, 1]) = o(l/n),

2. FUNCTIONS OF BOUNDED VARIATION WITH

A GIVEN MODULUS OF CONTINUITY

Now let us consider other classes of functions for which Freud obtained
that the best rational approximation is better than the corresponding best
polynomial approximation: the classes of functions of bounded variation
with a given modulus of continuity w(<5) of the type (0(<5) = 0«5") or
w(o) = 0(1og- Y1/o),
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Using his method from [5], Freud obtains the following results:
If f is a function with bounded variation on the interval [a, b] and

w(f; <5) = 0(<5") then

(
IOg2 n)

Rn(f; [a, b]) = 0 -n- .

If f is a function with bounded variation on the interval [a, bJ and
w(f; <5) = 0(log-Y1/<5) then

Rn(f; [a, b]) = 0(n- Y/ (2+ Y )).

After Freud, many mathematicians worked in this area, e.g., E. P.
Delgenko, A. A. Abdulgaparov, A. P. Bulanov, P. Petrushev. The final
result belongs to P. Petrushev and is the following.

If f is a function with bounded variation on the interval [a, b] and
w(f; <5) = 0(<5") then [19]

(
log n)

Rn(f; [a, b]) = 0 -n- . (5)

If f is a function with bounded variation on the interval [a, b] and
w(f; b) = 0(log- Y1/<5) then [19]

Rn(f; [a, b]) = O(n -y/(l + Y)).

The fact that these estimates are sharp follows from Bulanov's and
Petrushev's results [20]. The interesting point is that in formula (5) the
log n cannot be omitted.

3. LOCALIZATION THEOREMS

In the same work [5] Freud also gives the first variant of the so-called
"localization theorem." Roughly speaking this means the following.

Let a = X o < Xl < ... < X m = b be a partition of the interval [a, b] and
letfbe such that there exist algebraic polynomials p~i) of degree v such that

i= 1,..., m.

Then
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From this "weak localization theorem" it is possible to obtain many con
sequences, for example Turin's results.

Let us mention that this theorem has a "strong" version (see Szabados
[14]) where the piecewise polynomial approximation is replaced by
piecewise rational approximation (with additional assumption on the order
of the derivatives of the approximating functions).

Another generalization is when the number m of partitions increases
simultaneously with n, see [10]. As an application of this theorem, Freud
and Szabados in the same paper proved an estimation for the rational
approximation to x", 0 < IX < 1, 0 ~ x ~ 1 and to x p

/
q

, 0 < X < 00, p, q
integers. The result for x" is the following:

O<IX<l.

Let us mention that this result has been improved by Goncar [17] to
the final result:

In his work [8] Freud discusses one conjecture of P. Turin: let a =
X o < Xl < ... < X m = b be a partition of the interval [a, b] and let f be a
function, belonging to Lip IX in each inner point of (Xi-I, xJ and to Lip f3
at the points X;, i = 0'00" m, f3 < IX; then

Freud gives the following theorem:
Let w(6) be a modulus of continuity, a = X o < Xl < ... < X m = be a par

tition of the interval [a, b], 'Ii = !(Xi-l +x i ) and letfbe such that

If(YI)- f(Y2) [~KW([JYI -Xi -JY2 -Xii)

if YI' Y2 both belong to [17;, x;] or [x;, 17;+1], i= 1'00" m-l. Then

Rn(f; [a, b]) = O(w(l/n)).

As a consequence of this theorem G. Freud obtains Turin's conjecture
for IX/2 ~ f3 ~ IX.

4. INFINITE INTERVAL

Let us go now to another essential theme in Freud's works in rational
approximation which consists of rational approximation on the whole real
line.
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In his work [9] Freud gives the following analogue to Newman's result:
For every n > 4 there exists a rational function r n ERn such that for every

x we have

1 3 ~-- Ilxl-r (x)1 s:._e- v (,,-4J/2
1 +x 2 n -..;:; 2 .

On the other hand, there does not exist a sequence of rational functions
such that

This means that the rational approximation of Ix I with a weight
1/(1 + x 2

) on the whole real line has order O(e-Cv~).
For weighted rational approximation this result gives corollaries which

are similar to the corollaries of Newman's result for finite interval. Let us
mention some of them.

In [12J Freud and Szabados obtain an analogue of the "weak
localization theorem" for the infinite interval. As a consequence they
deduct the following result.

For every natural n> 3 there exists r" ERn such that

Ixl3( Ixl ),,-3
Iarctan x-r,,(x)l:( 1+x2 1+ 1+x2

The localization theorem of Freud has further its development III the
work [18].
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